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To: "johnhouston" <tijoart@btconnect.com> 

From: Crete Complete Property <info@crete-perfect-home.com> 

Subject: Re: Response 13th Feb 

Cc: 

 

 

 

Dear John and Tish 

 

We would like to point out the following: 

 

1. Your tour agreement was issued in May 2007 and is the same as all others issued to our 

clients. It included a build cost of E1,100 per m2 plus a 5% allowance for IKA (clearly 

explained on page 3). It is also clearly stated that these figures are estimated. The figures are 

for a completed home and details of what is included/excluded was (and still is) clearly 

published on our website at http://www.crete-perfect-home.com/west-crete-property-

facts.htm#details -> "New build". 

 

2. The tour agreement is not a building contract and does not purport to be one. You have not 

placed an order to build. Without an order, it is clearly not reasonable to expect a supplier to 

hold prices indefinitely based on old prices. For example, it would not be reasonable to 

expect a car showroom to sell a car for the same price it had displayed nine months earlier, 

and also include a number of expensive extra items for nothing. 

 

3. Whatever figures were handwritten on your tour agreement , were based on pre-2008 

prices and certainly did not include the considerable number of extra items that you later 

specified. 

 

4.  We made all our clients including yourselves aware that prices would have to increase 

after three years. In that time with general inflation, and in particular due to fuel cost 

increases in 2007, material and statutory costs have increased sharply. Our building cost for 

2008 is E1,350 per m2. This compares favourably to other builders, who construct from 

E1,400+ and exclude items such as complete C/H system, kitchen white goods. 

 

5. We have made it clear in our costings, that statutory/utility costs are dependent on figures 

that will be produced in the structural plans/building permit and that these are pessimistic. 

For example, it is likely that the permit application will rate the construction for tax purposes 

at about 25% of the actual costs, meaning that sufficient VAT invoices for electricity 

connection may already be available from the project and that this figure could turn out to be 

zero. No one can know the exact figures in advance of the permit application, but it would be 

reckless to omit an allowance for such items, as they can form a large proportion of the 

overall costs. 

 

6. Despite requesting this from you twice in our offices and twice by email, you have not 

disclosed your limiting budget. The only indication we have had to date was that it was "not a 

problem, we have sold both our businesses". We made you aware of expensive extras as and 

when you specified each one, including the problem whereby high excavation/fill costs 

would be incurred by your specified house/pool layout after the site level survey was 

received. From the above, it is clear that we provided "honest and reliable construction costs 

without any unforeseen hidden extras". 
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7. After checking your emails, we cannot find a single one in which you requested your 

lawyer's email address. Indeed, in your email of 30 April 2007 you wrote that "... their 

company does not have "E" mail".  ****** your PoA lawyer has a personal email address, 

although he rarely uses it: ********** 

 

With kind regards, 
 

 
Stuart Simon 

 

 


